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Editorial from  
Professor Peter Wells

One of the roles of the Sheffield Institute for Policy 
Studies is to showcase high quality social science 
research. This obviously centres on research 
undertaken at Sheffield Hallam University but it 
is also about creating a forum for discussion with 
academics from other universities and with policy 
makers and practitioners. We have created a series 
of such fora in the last six months.

In January we ran a seminar ‘Engaging with 
“Community”: issues about identity, research and 
access’. This focused on the work of Professor 
Graham Crow (University of Edinburgh), Dr El 
Formby and Dr Manny Madriaga (both Sheffield 
Hallam University). The seminar traced the arc 
which community studies have followed over 
the past fifty years and how whilst it remains as 
relevant today, the use of the term “community” 
continues to be contested. 

In April we ran two events. The first was our 
annual PhD poster event which brings together 
doctoral researchers across SHU to discuss new 
research and to demonstrate the emerging impact 
of their work. The winner of this year’s impact prize, 
Ruth Squire, discusses the event in more detail 
in this newsletter. Later in April Dr Bob Jeffery 

convened a seminar on class, austerity and 
precarity. With contributions from Charles Umney 
(University of Leeds), Dr Vickie Cooper (Open 
University) and Professor David Whyte (University 
of Liverpool) and Bob himself, the event examined 
the enduring importance of class in understanding 
social and economic division within the United 
Kingdom. Further details of the event feature in 
this newsletter.

The long awaited Augar Review of post 18 education 
and funding was published at the end of May. In a 
narrow sense the report is concerned with mechanics 
of funding further and higher education, but the 
report is also published at a significant time in 
British politics, with the rise of populism and post 
truth agendas, the questioning of the wider societal 
role of institutions such as universities, and more 
broadly, the shaping of future electoral politics in 
an increasingly tribal political landscape. 

Against this backdrop we are hosting an event in 
June to consider the implications of the Augur 
Review. Our keynote speakers are Professor Sir 
Chris Husbands (Vice Chancellor of Sheffield Hallam 
University), Professor Colin McCaig (Professor of 
Higher Education at Sheffield Hallam University), 
Helen Thorne MBE (Director of External Relations, 
UCAS) and Nick Hillman (Director, Higher 
Education Policy Institute). 

High quality social science does many things. 
One of these is to bring rigorous, incisive and clear 
analysis of the impacts public policies have on 
all of our lives. Another is to help everyone from 
citizens to policy makers to imagine alternative 
futures and importantly to show how we can all 
have a say in that future. Both of these goals lie at 
the heart of SIPS’ mission.

Professor Peter Wells is the Director of the 
Sheffield Institute for Policy Studies (SIPS).

Professor Peter Wells

The Sheffield Institute 
for Policy Studies (SIPS)

Our expertise
SIPS’ areas of policy expertise include: housing, 
the impact of welfare reform, labour markets, 
regeneration, the voluntary and community sector, 
social justice and human rights, criminal justice, 
migration, public health, and education. SIPS is 
also concerned with encouraging multidisciplinary 
policy studies research across Sheffield Hallam 
University with attention focusing on key cross 
cutting issues such as resilience, austerity, 
migration, radicalisation, devolution, public sector 
transformation, and young people.

Seminar Series
The institute runs a seminar series which explores 
some of the key issues highlighted above along 
with other key policy issues. For more details  
about upcoming events please see the back of  
this newsletter.

Sheffield Hallam’s Policy Research 
Centres and Departments
SIPS draws on expertise from research centres and 
departments across the University including:

• Centre for Behavioural Science  
and Applied Psychology 

• The Centre for Regional, Economic and Social 
Research

• Centre for Development and Research in Education

• Helena Kennedy Centre for International Justice

• Sport Industry Research Centre

• Department of Psychology, Sociology and Politics

• Cultural, Communication and Computing 
Research Centre

• Centre for Sports and Exercise Science

To explore our work in more detail, please visit our 
website, sheffieldinstituteforpolicystudies.com

The institute showcases the policy research undertaken across Sheffield Hallam 
University with a view to informing and shaping policy locally and nationally. It 
provides access to leading academics and policy researchers within the University.

http://sheffieldinstituteforpolicystudies.com
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Augar and the Impact  
on the English Higher 
Education Market

We now know what Augar recommended: 
reduced fees for students; a longer repayment 
period (which doesn’t reduce repayment); no 
accumulation of interest during study period; 
restored means-tested maintenance grants; 
access to similar support for those studying 
at sub-degree levels. These are just some of 
around 50 recommendations, and while there is 
a Conservative leadership election going on (and 
Brexit to sort out) it will be some time before we 
have an idea of what (if anything) happens next. 

The SIPS summer symposium at Sheffield Hallam 
on 24th June The Augar Review of Student 
Finance and the Marketisation of English 
Higher Education featuring contributions from 
myself, Professor Sir Chris Husbands (Sheffield 
Hallam University Vice-Chancellor and Chair 
of the Teaching Excellence Framework), Nick 
Hillman (of HEPI) and Helen Thorne MBE (UCAS) 
will discuss the implications of Augar – including 
the implications for the operationalisation of the 
English Higher Education market, only recently 
competed in the form of the Higher Education and 
Research Act (HERA 2017). Registration is now 
open and the Eventbrite link can be accessed via 
the Sheffield Institute of Policy Studies’ website. 

The HERA ushered in a system that in many ways 
completes moves towards a competitive fee-
differentiation model first envisioned in the 2004 
Higher Education Act, and in fact can be traced 
back even further, as described in my 2018 book 
The marketisation of English Higher Education: 
a policy analysis of a risk-based system*. The 
HERA continues the emphasis on a choice-based 
demand-led system – so long as applicant-consumers 
are qualified for a validated programme offered by 

a registered provider, they will attract loans to 
cover fees and maintenance. 

Immediately after this legislation came on to 
the statute books in June 2017, Prime Minister 
Theresa May called a General Election but 
failed to increase her party’s majority not least 
because the opposition Labour Party promised 
to abolish tuition-fees completely as part of a 
popular redistributive package. My blog analysing 
2017 General Election manifestoes’ education 
statements can be found here**. 

On the reconvening of Parliament the Prime 
Minister appointed Phillip Augar to carry out a 
Post-18 Education Funding Review, noting that 
“The competitive market between universities 
which the system of variable tuition fees envisaged 
has simply not emerged” (Havergal 2018). 

Despite this acknowledgement of ‘market failure’, 
the Review’s call for evidence asked how the 
government could “create a more dynamic market 
in price and provision between universities 
and across the post-18 education landscape” 
(Department for Education 2018, 2). Rather than 
abandon the market, Augar was charged with 
making it work more efficiently. 

Politically the review was designed to neuter, 
as far as possible, the appeal of Labour’s plan, 
though it had other aims: to redress the imbalance 
between funding for universities delivering three-
year traditional degrees and colleges and other 
providers offering shorter and more vocational 
awards at levels below that of the undergraduate 
degree (levels 4 and 5). At the same time the review 
had to accept that the cost to the exchequer of 
higher education would have to rise as a result 

of the decision to transfer the cost of higher 
education from public investment (in the form  
of repayable loans) to public spending. 

The question we face now is to what extent the 
eventual outturn of Augar (and let us not forget 
that some of this requires securing majorities in 
both Houses of Parliament) will impact the market 
mechanism so painstakingly put into place only 
two years ago? 

Remember, the narrow remit of the Review precluded 
any tinkering with the essentially choice-driven 
system, underpinned since 2017 by the regulatory 
regime of ‘risk’ and ‘exit’ operated by the Office for 
Students. This, of course, was designed to ensure 
better value-for-money and price-responsiveness 
among HE providers, including those attracted to 
the market on the assumption that competitive 
pressure would either a) force some established 
providers to go out of business (and forgoing their 
student numbers); b) increase supply to meet 
assumed demand for HE at lower price points; or c) 
both. Either way, the assumption was that average 
tuition fees across the sector would fall as 
established providers felt the cold chill of air from 
the great big hole in the price floor.

Risk, exit and the tuition-fee cap

The key to this was the ‘marginal’ price differential 
between the average fee (currently £9,110) and 
what these new providers could charge (£6,000,  
the barrier for entry for those applying for their 
own Degree Awarding Powers and University Title). 
New providers could then theoretically undercut 
any established provider seen to be failing the OFS’ 
risk-based data monitoring regime. The intended 
consequence being that applicant-consumers would 
‘go cheap’ and the failing institutions would go 
under, as unlamented as any other failed business. 
Thus far, of course, no providers have been allowed 
to fail/exit and many in the sector are in denial that 
government would ever allow it to happen: but that 
is the iron logic of the market thus constructed, and 
successive Universities Ministers (Sam Gyimah and 
Chris Skidmore) have been at pains to reassure us 
that the state will not prop up a failing institution. 

So how much of this is affected by the 
recommendation that tuition fees are cut to a 
maximum of £7,500? On the face of it that is going 
to depend on how successful the universities 
minister is at securing ‘backfill’ funding; in any 

case institutions will have to get used to lower 
fees-per-student if, as expected, Treasury backfills 
more for resource-heavy STEM degrees than 
‘cheaper’ classroom based subjects. 

This could play out in many ways (and this 
is ignoring the other recommended changes): 
established institutions could reduce their ‘less 
profitable’ social sciences, arts and humanities 
provision, but little of that is offered by the current 
crop of new HE providers. However, this group do 
disproportionately offer business studies, law and 
accountancy degrees, currently on offer at £9,000 
or above by many existing universities. This could 
be the market segment that is most susceptible 
to the kind of price-responsive market dynamism 
anticipated by the designers of HERA.

This of course is only one aspect of the Augar Review; 
there are dozens of other variables in play. Two 
things we can be sure of: ongoing medium-term 
uncertainty about the impact of any reforms to the 
system; and likely short-term financial problems 
for us in the sector.

Professor Colin McCaig, Centre for Development 
and Research in Education, Sheffield Institute 
of Education

* McCaig, C (2018) The marketisation of English Higher 
Education: a policy analysis of a risk-based system, 
Emerald Publishing ISBN: 9781787438576 books.
emeraldinsight.com/page/detail/The-Marketisation-of-
English-Higher-Education/?k=9781787438576 

** Sheffield Institute for Policy Studies Election Blogs: 
‘Reading’ the 2017 manifesto statements in Education 
and HE policy

DfE (2018) Review of Post-18 Education and Funding: 
Terms of Reference. Crown Copyright, March 2018  
www.gov.uk/government/publications/review-of-post-18-
education-and-funding-terms-of-reference 

Havergal, C (2018) May: leaving poorest with largest debts 
‘hampers widening access’, Times Higher Education, 18th 
February 2018 www.timeshighereducation.com/news/
may-leaving-poorest-largest-debts-hampers-widening-
access

https://sheffieldinstituteforpolicystudies.com/sips-events/
https://books.emeraldinsight.com/page/detail/The-Marketisation-of-English-Higher-Education/?k=9781787438576
https://sheffieldinstituteforpolicystudies.com/2017/06/06/reading-the-2017-manifesto-statements-in-education-and-he-policy/?preview_id=372&preview_nonce=7a6e60a958
https://books.emeraldinsight.com/page/detail/The-Marketisation-of-English-Higher-Education/?k=9781787438576 
https://books.emeraldinsight.com/page/detail/The-Marketisation-of-English-Higher-Education/?k=9781787438576 
https://books.emeraldinsight.com/page/detail/The-Marketisation-of-English-Higher-Education/?k=9781787438576 
https://sheffieldinstituteforpolicystudies.com/2017/06/06/reading-the-2017-manifesto-statements-in-education-and-he-policy/?preview_id=372&preview_nonce=7a6e60a958
https://sheffieldinstituteforpolicystudies.com/2017/06/06/reading-the-2017-manifesto-statements-in-education-and-he-policy/?preview_id=372&preview_nonce=7a6e60a958
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/review-of-post-18-education-and-funding-terms-of-referenc
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/review-of-post-18-education-and-funding-terms-of-referenc
https://www.timeshighereducation.com/news/may-leaving-poorest-largest-debts-hampers-widening-access 
https://www.timeshighereducation.com/news/may-leaving-poorest-largest-debts-hampers-widening-access 
https://www.timeshighereducation.com/news/may-leaving-poorest-largest-debts-hampers-widening-access 
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SIPS Doctoral  
Poster Competition:  
A Student’s Perspective

I had entered a proposal in the hope that the deadline 
and public forum would help me to start clarifying 
exactly what it was I wanted to communicate 
about my research, especially to those outside my 
discipline. As a first year PhD candidate, I am still 
coming up with lots of questions (of varying 
usefulness!) and the challenge of the poster format, 
where I would need to be clear and concise about 
my research, was really appealing. I had also heard 
from students who had entered last year that it had 
enabled them to have valuable discussions and gave 
them new perspectives on their research ideas.

In the lead up to the event, as well as some written 
guidelines for our poster layout and content, the 
organising team arranged a briefing where we heard 
tips from previous winners and got to meet other 
students taking part. This helped me to start 
thinking a bit more creatively about the poster 
format, my audience and what I wanted to get out 
of the experience. My previous associations with 
academic posters were of dry and text heavy 
documents, displayed on the edge of conferences 
or left for years in a university corridor – in short, 
not entirely encouraging! I’m happy to say that the 
experience of this competition has definitely changed 
my mind about the possibilities of academic posters. 
Not only were the posters in the competition visually 
engaging, they covered a whole range of complex 
ideas and possibilities for impact across many 
different disciplines. During the afternoon I learned 
a great deal about other students’ research but was 
also able to make connections between our ideas 
and discuss shared challenges. I met students and 
academics from different disciplines whose questions 
about my poster challenged me to think about my 
methods and what I wanted my research to achieve. 
It was a busy afternoon, but we were well fuelled 
by tea and cake!

On 10th April I joined ten other doctoral students in presenting a poster at the SIPS 
Doctoral Student Poster Competition. Now in its third year, the competition and 
associated event present an opportunity for PhD students across the University to 
showcase their research and receive feedback from academics and fellow students 
across the Faculty of Social Sciences and Humanities.

At the end of the event I was really thrilled to be 
awarded the prize for Impact. Recognition for the 
potential of my research and how I was able to 
communicate it meant a lot to me personally at 
this early stage and is great motivation for the  
next few years.

As is often talked about, doing a PhD can be an 
isolating experience – sometimes an emotional 
challenge as well as an academic one. Although 
I undoubtedly benefitted from taking part in 
the competition as a researcher, it was also 
helpful as a student wanting to be part of a 
research community at the university. Having 
the opportunity to talk about my research with 
students AND staff at different levels, as well as 
learning about theirs, was a highlight of my time 
so far at SHU. Events like this are so important 
for postgraduate students and I’d like to offer a 
huge thanks to organisers Jill Dickinson, Phil 
Whitby, Tracey Holland, Joe McMullan, Sophie 
Negus and Ed Noon, as well as judges Professor 
Christina Beatty and Professor Tony Taylor for 
making it such a great experience. I’ll definitely 
be encouraging PhD students at all stages to get 
involved next year.

The SIPS Doctoral Student Poster Competition is 
internally sponsored by the Sheffield Institute 
for Policy Studies (SIPS) and the Graduate School. 
Prizes are provided by the event’s sponsors Oxford 
University Press, Palgrave and Blackwell’s.

Save the Date: The 2020 SIPS PhD Poster Event is 
scheduled for Wednesday 22nd April 2020. Look 
out for further details in future newsletters.

By Ruth Squire, PhD Candidate, Sheffield Institute 
of Education

Above: Ruth Squire (centre) with her poster “Third Sector Organisations in Widening 
Participation” and PHD Supervisor Professor Colin McCaig (second from the left) with 
event judges Professor Christina Beatty (far left) and Professor Tony Taylor (second from 
the right) and event organiser Jill Dickinson (far right).



Embedding inclusive 
growth within local 
industrial strategies

This is not entirely surprising given that although 
the recession occurred ten years ago and record 
high levels of employment now exist, many 
communities still do not feel that they have 
benefitted from recent economic growth. A key 
contributing factor has been the rise of in-work 
poverty alongside employment growth. 

Four million workers live in households in poverty 
– and this has increased by half a million over the 
last five years. The most recent figures on child 
poverty show that the vast majority (70 per cent) 
of children living below the poverty line are in 
working households and this has been growing.

It wasn’t supposed to be this way. For a long time, 
policy makers promoted a simple but compelling 
narrative that growth benefitted all. Creating jobs 
mattered as employment was the best route out 
of poverty. More jobs meant higher household 
incomes and better living standards.

Business-as-usual economic development saw 
cities pursue investment in commercial and 
residential property, whilst chasing inward 
investment from growing high value industries. 
This was seen as a win-win situation. Highly-paid 
jobs attract high-skilled workers whose spending 
on services such as leisure, retail and the night-
time economy creates new employment. Some of 
this new employment might be low-skilled and 
low-paid but could act as a springboard into better 
jobs. That was the theory at least.

Rising levels of in-work poverty has shone a light 
on flaws in that theory. A long-term stagnation 
in wages has occurred alongside a continued 
programme of austerity resulting in large scale cuts 
in services and the welfare system. Subsequently, 
in-work benefits available to top-up low pay have 
been reduced which exerts a downward pressure 
on household income . Whilst more people than 
ever may be in employment, for many, there is a 
distinct feeling that they are worse off than they 
were before the recession and that poverty not 
only persists but is growing. The referendum on 
leaving the EU has brought the issue of ‘left behind’ 
people and places into sharp relief.

It is no surprise then that the notion of inclusive 
growth has gained traction. Though slightly 
fuzzy round the edges, it essentially captures an 
ambition to enable as many people as possible to 
contribute and benefit from growth. It challenges 

trickle-down models of growth and instead demands 
that a more holistic stance is taken on economic 
development which should encompass social as 
well as economic priorities. Policies developed 
should be underpinned by a concern to maximise 
the benefits of growth in employment or output 
across all sections of society.

Central government increasingly expects these 
ideas to filter though into Local Industrial 
Strategies which Local Enterprise Partnerships 
and Combined Authorities are now preparing. 
Guidance mandates these strategies demonstrate 
how they will allow all communities to contribute 
to, and benefit from, economic prosperity.

The Sheffield City Region is at the forefront of 
efforts to embed ideas around inclusive growth in 
their Strategic Economic Plan and Local Industrial 
Strategy. Working with researchers based at the 
Centre for Regional Economic and Social Research 
at Sheffield Hallam University they are looking to 
identify strategic priorities and interventions that 
could support inclusive growth.

Research is still taking shape but suggests there  
is a need to think about the quality of work and 
how accessible it is to those with lower levels 
of skills. Strategies might include encouraging 
‘middle-wage’ sectors to support growth in 
relatively well-paid jobs that don’t need degree-
level qualifications. Or it might require a focus  
on improving low-paid jobs through initiatives. 

There is also growing interest in capturing the 
value of spend by large ‘anchor’ institutions such 
as universities and hospitals.

It is still early days, but embedding some of these 
ideas in SCR’s Local Industrial Strategy will not only 
support job creation but improve the quality of 
new and existing employment. This will ensure  
the benefits of growth are felt by a wider range  
of people.

Developing strategies that are inclusive, rather 
than divisive, is surely the way to go.

Professor Christina Beatty and Dr Richard Crisp 
as featured in the Sheffield Telegraph  
on Wednesday 22nd May 2019.

Britain has been in the grip of political and economic flux in recent years. Divisions 
are rife, traditional boundaries are being re-drawn and increasingly the notion that 
economic growth is good for all has been challenged.
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Class, Collective 
Bargaining and  
Labour Rights

The rate also varies vastly by industry: almost 
half of educational workplaces have collective 
agreements, but this is less than 4% in 
‘accommodation and food services’. As Geneviève 
Coderre-LaPalme and Ian Greer have pointed out, 
even these figures are deceptive and whereas 
unions negotiate over pay in a slim majority 
of private sector workplaces where they are 
recognised, far fewer are engaged in bargaining 
over working time, holidays and pensions.

We won’t rehearse the story of how we got to where 
we are, though we would follow Charles Umney in 
noting that the supposed power of the trade unions 
was ‘dismantled surprisingly easily’ in the 1980s. 
This was achieved through a combination of the 
blunt force of legislation (restrictions on picketing, 
‘cooling off’ periods, employer injunctions, restrictions 
on paid time off for trade union duties), the brute 
force of repression (Orgreave), and a preparedness 
of employers to take drastic steps to reduce the 
power of the trade unions (including privatisation 
and the proliferation of subcontracting).

What have been the consequences of the historic 
defeat of the trade union movement? Richard 
Wilkinson and Kate Pickett have persuasively 
demonstrated the links between trade union 
membership, income inequality and the 
proportion of the national wealth going to the 
richest, while also linking the decline of the 

unions to privatisation, deregulation and the shift 
to ‘flexible’ labour markets. Such flexibility has 
been associated with rising levels of precarious 
and insecure work, including the proliferation 
of zero-hour contracts (upwards of 800,000). 
These, combined with forms of ‘bogus’ self-
employment and short-term contracts comprise 
what has become known as the ‘gig’ economy. 
While accepting that precarity can affect a range 
of people, we would argue against Standing’s 
view that the Precariat constitutes a wholly new 
class. The reality is that the working classes are 
disproportionately exposed to precarity. Trade 
union strength and labour rights (or the absence  
of both) are therefore class matters.

In collaboration with Sheffield Trades Union 
Council (TUC) and colleagues at Staffordshire  
and Manchester Metropolitan Universities,  
we have been investigating the consequences  
of these patterns of employment locally. Needless 
to say, one of the greatest barriers to the exercise 
of employment rights is that, on a zero hours 
contract, lifting your head above the parapet 
may be enough to not be invited back for another 
shift. But it doesn’t stop there. From not enough 
hours and unpaid work, to having to buy your own 
uniform or safety equipment, the whole spectrum 
of shoddy employment practices is on display. One 
courier we spoke to estimates that after deductions 
(hire of company van, fuel, performance related 

The proportion of workers employed in a workplace where a recognised trade 
union has collective agreements (over matters such as pay and working 
conditions) in the UK is just 26%, a historic low. In the public sector a majority 
of workers still find themselves in this position whereas in the private sector 
this falls to fewer than one in six. 

fines) they earn around £1.40 per hour. Many of the 
young women we interviewed from the hospitality 
sector, mirroring findings on a national scale, 
had been exposed to sexual harassment from 
customers, co-workers or management.

Nonetheless, I want to end this blog on a somewhat 
happier note. There is evidence of ‘green shoots’ 
in the trade union movement. Unions such as the 
GMB are now taking on gig economy employers 
(e.g. Amazon, Uber, Hermes) and are winning, 
while Unite have raised the profile of workers in 
Sports Direct and TGI Fridays. Finally, as a direct 
consequence of our research, Sheffield TUC have 
entered into a partnership agreement with the 

Bakers Food and Allied Workers Union to hire  
a part-time organiser in order to bring their Fast 
Food Workers Rights campaign to Sheffield, 
a campaign that in September 2017 led to the 
first ever strikes in McDonalds UK history. This 
campaigning and those strikes were promptly 
followed by the offer from the employer of more 
secure contracts and a pay rise.

By Dr Bob Jeffery for SIPS Seminar on Class, 
Austerity and Precarity on Wednesday 17th 
April 2019. Dr Jeffery was joined on the panel  
by Charles Umney of University of Leeds, 
Professor David Whyte (University of Liverpool) 
and Dr Vickie Cooper (Open University).

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=2&ved=2ahUKEwiGz52ssv3gAhWsQxUIHWrMBVsQFjABegQICBAB&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.etui.org%2Fcontent%2Fdownload%2F31670%2F291617%2Ffile%2FDependence%2520on%2520a%2520hostile%2520state%2520UK.pdf&usg=AOvVaw0E8GT4HmRVq9NO99YXeFp-
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=2&ved=2ahUKEwiGz52ssv3gAhWsQxUIHWrMBVsQFjABegQICBAB&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.etui.org%2Fcontent%2Fdownload%2F31670%2F291617%2Ffile%2FDependence%2520on%2520a%2520hostile%2520state%2520UK.pdf&usg=AOvVaw0E8GT4HmRVq9NO99YXeFp-
https://www.plutobooks.com/9780745337098/class-matters/
http://classonline.org.uk/docs/2013_04_Thinkpiece_-_labour_movement_and_a_more_equal_society.pdf
http://classonline.org.uk/docs/2013_04_Thinkpiece_-_labour_movement_and_a_more_equal_society.pdf
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwiylsa-tP3gAhVSUBUIHWNZDXEQFjACegQIBxAC&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.tuc.org.uk%2Fsites%2Fdefault%2Ffiles%2Finsecure%2520work%2520report%2520final%2520final.pdf&usg=AOvVaw2z-9-nDrb0ufAKkfmhBbfg
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwiylsa-tP3gAhVSUBUIHWNZDXEQFjACegQIBxAC&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.tuc.org.uk%2Fsites%2Fdefault%2Ffiles%2Finsecure%2520work%2520report%2520final%2520final.pdf&usg=AOvVaw2z-9-nDrb0ufAKkfmhBbfg
https://www.bloomsbury.com/uk/the-precariat-9781849664561/
https://www.bloomsbury.com/uk/the-precariat-9781849664561/
https://www.bloomsbury.com/uk/the-precariat-9781849664561/
http://eprints.lse.ac.uk/6312/1/The_Economic_Basis_of_Social_Class.pdf
http://eprints.lse.ac.uk/6312/1/The_Economic_Basis_of_Social_Class.pdf
http://shura.shu.ac.uk/21918/3/Jeffery Forging an inclusive labour market.pdf
http://shura.shu.ac.uk/21918/3/Jeffery Forging an inclusive labour market.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/trade-union-statistics-2017
http://unitelive.org/14506-2/
https://morningstaronline.co.uk/article/union-organiser-will-co-ordinate-city-wide-action-jobs-pay-conditions-and-membership
https://morningstaronline.co.uk/article/union-organiser-will-co-ordinate-city-wide-action-jobs-pay-conditions-and-membership
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2017/apr/25/mcdonalds-contracts-uk-zero-hours-workers
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2017/apr/25/mcdonalds-contracts-uk-zero-hours-workers
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/business/news/mcdonalds-worker-pay-rise-wages-strike-bakers-union-fast-food-restaurant-a8141151.html
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Upcoming  
Events

The Augar Review Student Finance 
and the Marketisation of English 
Higher Education
Monday 24th June 2019, 4-7pm, Peak Lecture 
Theatre, Owen Building (pre and post event 
refreshments to be served in Hallam View. Tea 
& Coffee served from 3.50pm, Drinks Reception 
& Nibbles from 6pm) 

Symposium featuring Professor Sir Chris 
Husbands, Vice-Chancellor of Sheffield Hallam 
University, Professor Colin McCaig (Sheffield 
Institute of Education), Helen Thorne MBE 
(Director of External Relations, UCAS) & Nick 
Hillman (Director, HEPI).

CeBSAP External Launch
Friday 28th June 2019, 10.00am-3.30pm
Heart of the Campus, Collegiate Campus

External launch of the Centre for Behavioural 
Science and Applied Psychology. The event will 
feature a keynote address from Dr Tim Chadborn 
of Public Health England and include practical 
workshops and presentations on the three main 
themes of the centre: Behavioural Science, 
Behaviour Change and Wellbeing, Neurocognitive 
Testing & Applied Psychological Theory and 
Methods.

The event will also see a display of posters 
about current research projects, laboratory 
demonstrations, round table discussions with 
academics and practitioners as well as networking 
opportunities.

SIPS Workshop: Sheffield Teachers’ 
Readiness for Statutory RSE and 
Relationships Education
Wednesday 10th July 2019, 4.15pm-7pm
HC 0.29 Heart of the Campus, Collegiate Campus

Join this Sheffield Institute of Policy Studies 
Workshop event showcasing current work being 
undertaken by students and academics on the 
MRes Social Policy degree programme.

MRes students Chloe Froggatt, Tracey Holland  
& Becca White are leading the research into 
Sheffield Teachers’ Readiness for Statutory RSE 
and Relationships Education and are supervised 
by Professor Julia Hirst and Dr Cinnamon Bennett.

All those working with young people or with an 
interest in the field are warmly invited to attend.

The event will run from 4.15pm to 6pm followed by 
a drinks reception in The Granary Hospitality Area.

Festival of Social Science
Saturday 2nd November to Saturday 9th 
November 2019 inclusive
Events across Sheffield

Now in its fifteenth year, the Festival of Social 
Science is supported by the Economic and Social 
Research Council and is organised in Sheffield 
jointly by Sheffield Hallam University and The 
University of Sheffield. There will be over 30 events 
running across the city over an 8 day period, 
focused on engaging the general public in social 
science research. Watch out for further details 
about this event later in the year. 

SIPS PhD Poster Competition 
Provisionally Wednesday 22nd April 2020
Heart of the Campus 12.30pm-3.30pm 

A celebration of policy related doctoral research 
taking place across the university.



Research in  
the Media
These are some of the policy research highlights from the last few months  
which have been appearing in the news locally and nationally.
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How to tackle India’s sexual 
violence epidemic – it starts with 
sex education
Madhumita Pandey, Sheffield Hallam University

Young men in India mature and develop in a very 
male dominated environment, with little or no sex 
education.

Hundreds of thousands of Haitian 
children suffer in slavery – 
and women play a key role in 
perpetuating the system
Fiona de Hoog Cius, Sheffield Hallam University

Recognising the role of women in global child 
slavery is key to addressing it.

Brexit is not just Theresa May’s 
disaster – Britain’s whole political 
class has failed a nation
Andy Price, Sheffield Hallam University

The prime minister will be the key protagonist in 
Brexit the movie, but there are parts for everyone.

DVLA U-turn over autistic drivers 
highlights the ongoing issue of 
autism discrimination
Nick Hodge, Sheffield Hallam University

This is just one example of how being ‘different’ 
can lead to being treated differently.

Maths: should English schools 
look to Switzerland rather than 
Shanghai for inspiration?
Mark Boylan, Sheffield Hallam University

The Shanghai maths method is considered to be 
one the best in the world for teaching students 
mathematics, but it doesn’t necessarily translate 
well into English schools.

https://theconversation.com/how-to-tackle-indias-sexual-violence-epidemic-it-starts-with-sex-education-114381
https://theconversation.com/how-to-tackle-indias-sexual-violence-epidemic-it-starts-with-sex-education-114381
https://theconversation.com/how-to-tackle-indias-sexual-violence-epidemic-it-starts-with-sex-education-114381
https://theconversation.com/profiles/madhumita-pandey-276284
https://theconversation.com/hundreds-of-thousands-of-haitian-children-suffer-in-slavery-and-women-play-a-key-role-in-perpetuating-the-system-115398
https://theconversation.com/hundreds-of-thousands-of-haitian-children-suffer-in-slavery-and-women-play-a-key-role-in-perpetuating-the-system-115398
https://theconversation.com/hundreds-of-thousands-of-haitian-children-suffer-in-slavery-and-women-play-a-key-role-in-perpetuating-the-system-115398
https://theconversation.com/hundreds-of-thousands-of-haitian-children-suffer-in-slavery-and-women-play-a-key-role-in-perpetuating-the-system-115398
https://theconversation.com/profiles/fiona-de-hoog-cius-667027
https://theconversation.com/brexit-is-not-just-theresa-mays-disaster-britains-whole-political-class-has-failed-a-nation-114463
https://theconversation.com/brexit-is-not-just-theresa-mays-disaster-britains-whole-political-class-has-failed-a-nation-114463
https://theconversation.com/brexit-is-not-just-theresa-mays-disaster-britains-whole-political-class-has-failed-a-nation-114463
https://theconversation.com/profiles/andy-price-276929
https://theconversation.com/dvla-u-turn-over-autistic-drivers-highlights-the-ongoing-issue-of-autism-discrimination-113051
https://theconversation.com/dvla-u-turn-over-autistic-drivers-highlights-the-ongoing-issue-of-autism-discrimination-113051
https://theconversation.com/dvla-u-turn-over-autistic-drivers-highlights-the-ongoing-issue-of-autism-discrimination-113051
https://theconversation.com/profiles/nick-hodge-360167
https://theconversation.com/maths-should-english-schools-look-to-switzerland-rather-than-shanghai-for-inspiration-110107
https://theconversation.com/maths-should-english-schools-look-to-switzerland-rather-than-shanghai-for-inspiration-110107
https://theconversation.com/maths-should-english-schools-look-to-switzerland-rather-than-shanghai-for-inspiration-110107
https://theconversation.com/profiles/mark-boylan-321219


Contact details:
Sheffield Institute for Policy Studies
Sheffield Hallam University
Heart of the Campus
Sheffield
S10 2BR

Email sips@shu.ac.uk
Twitter @SIPS_SHU
Web sipsshu.wordpress.com

https://twitter.com/SIPS_SHU
http://sipsshu.wordpress.com

